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Abstract Recent advances in Wireless Sensor Networks

(WSN) have led to a great breakthrough in sensors design

and features. These technological novelties have brought

additional challenges to WSN. Sensornets are seeking for

new approaches for efficient data routing and management.

The last few years have witnessed the emergence of several

approaches that build Distributed Hash Tables (DHTs) over

WSN. DHTs are initially conceived for efficient data

lookup in large-scale wired networks. The main objective

of this combination is to manage location-independent data

and nodes identification. DHT mapping over WSN brings

however new challenges. This paper presents an analytical

survey on applying DHT techniques in WSNs. It describes

existing DHT-based routing and data management proto-

cols and includes a detailed classification of them.

Keywords WSN � DHT � Routing protocols �
Data management

1 Introduction

WSN [1–3] is constituted of small, battery-powered sen-

sors having the ability to accomplish sensing, wireless

communication and computation tasks. These sensors are

densely deployed on the supervised zone. Their main

function is to collect, disseminate data about the supervised

phenomena and to collaborate in order to perform a com-

mon task.

In the last recent years, WSN become a suitable solution

for a tremendous number of applications such as health

monitoring, smart agriculture, intrusion detection applica-

tions and industrial control [4–6].

In spite of the intensive researches in this domain, WSN

still face a lot of challenges such as energy optimization,

fault tolerance, security, network robustness and scalability

[7–9]. The energy optimization remains the most important

challenge since the lifetime of a sensor depends on the

battery’s critical amount of energy.

Intensive researches in WSN have led to a big progress

in the sensors design and features. This progress includes

essentially sensors memory, CPU performance, communi-

cation bandwidth and range. This hardware improvement is

accompanied with significant reduction in sensors costs.

These new trends present a double edged weapon. On

one side, sophisticated sensors reduce the problem of

constrained and scarce sensor resources which have a good

impact on the performance of the entire WSN. This allows

WSN to be widely disseminated and increasingly popular.

Deployed applications on WSN become more important.

On the other side, such breakthrough poses new chal-

lenges: WSN are no more constituted of thousands of

sensors but of a sheer number of sensors. Data that should

be stored, treated and harvested are reaching multiple

Gigabytes. All these new factors pose different problems:

How to handle such progress? How to ensure efficient and

timely data lookup? What are the most suitable routing

protocols in such cases? Is there any preferred structure in

WSN to deploy more advanced applications?

Many researches argue that combining the Distributed

Hash Tables (DHT) to WSN can be a promising solution to

solve all the mentioned problems. They think so because
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DHT [10] (such as Chord [11], Pastry [12], CAN [13], etc.)

have encountered revolutionary effect by providing an

efficient storage service. They manage successfully the

development of totally decentralized, scalable and self-

organized applications. Thus, WSN would take benefit

from DHT. However such combination between a wireless

network and a system initially conceived for wired network

brings certainly new obstacles. Different approaches have

been proposed in order to apply DHT over WSN in a way

that takes the advantages of such combination and avoids at

most the drawbacks that can occur from this mapping.

In this paper, we discuss the applicability of DHT in

WSN and present the DHT-based data management and

routing solutions with a detailed classification.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows.

Sections 2 and 3 give an overview of WSN and DHT

respectively. Section 4 specifies the different cons and pros

of mapping DHT over WSN. Section 5 presents a taxon-

omy of DHT-based data management and routing proto-

cols. Section 6 highlights existing data management and

routing protocols that combine DHT to WSN. The simi-

larities, the differences and the limits of these protocols are

discussed in Sect. 7. Finally, Sect. 8 concludes the survey.

2 Wireless sensor networks

Wireless Sensor Networks consist of tens to thousands tiny

wireless sensors and few base stations as depicted in Fig. 1.

Sensors are able to do sensing, processing and communi-

cation tasks wirelessly. In WSN, sensors cooperate in order

to supervise a given phenomenon, collect data and send it

to a base station. There are two ways to deploy WSN:

• Deterministic deployment: Sensors are placed manually

so that data can be routed through predetermined paths.

• Auto-deployment: Sensors are scattered randomly in a

geographic zone. In this case, these sensors should

themselves find the adequate communication paths and

also adapt themselves to the formed distribution.

WSN have miscellaneous types of applications. They

are widely deployed for environmental monitoring, medi-

cal studies, military and industrial surveillance as well as in

emergency cases. WSN face multiple challenges. The most

important issue is energy optimization since sensors are

powered with energy constrained batteries. WSN must

achieve all their functionalities without consuming

important amount of energy to avoid sensors energy

depletion and to extend the network lifetime. One of the

most important sources of energy consumption is routing

protocols. Also, bandwidth in WSN is so limited that large

amount of data cannot be routed through these networks.

Different routing and data management approaches have

been proposed to cope with these different constraints.

Routing protocols can be classified as follows. Data

centric protocols [14–17] use advertisements before data

transmission in order to avoid redundancy. Hierarchical

protocols [18–22] classify nodes into clusters and perform

large hops in each cluster. Cluster heads perform some

message aggregation in order to save energy. Location-

based protocols [23, 24] use the position information in

order to forward data to the final destination. Identity-based

protocols [25–29] ensure routing on the identities them-

selves without having location information in the packet

header. DHT-based routing protocols is a sub-class of the

identity-based protocols.

3 Distributed Hash tables

DHT is a popular decentralized distributed system. The

main advantage of DHT is its efficient lookup service. Data

in DHT are organized into (key, value) pairs. The keys are

the products of a hash function that should balance the keys

distribution in the whole network. Each node in DHT has a

unique identifier. These identifiers belong to the same

output space of the used hash function. In order to retrieve

data of a certain key, it is useful to know the node that

stores this key. So, first of all, the searching node hashes

the key, then it routes the query to the node having the

closest identifier to the key hashing. Figure 2 redrawn from

[10] explains this procedure.

If a new node (having the identifier A) wants to join the

DHT system, it sends a join message to an existing node.

This message will be forwarded from a node to another

Fig. 1 Wireless sensor networks
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until reaching the node master of the identifier A. At the

reception of this message, this latter node updates its

neighbors list and shares its own space as well as its own

keys with the new neighbor.

Below, we give a short overview of two DHT systems:

Chord [11] and Pastry [12].

3.1 Chord

One of the most famous DHT systems is Chord [11]. As

depicted in Fig. 3, nodes as well as keys are placed on a

ring. The hash function produces an m-bit identifier for

both nodes and keys. The node’s identifier is the SHA-1

hash of the node’s IP address. The key is the SHA-1 hash

of the data identifier. A key-value pair is assigned to the

first node whose identifier is equal or follows the identifier

of the key. This node is called successor (k). In order to

ensure lookup efficiency, each Chord node maintains a

finger table. This finger table contains at most m entries.

The ith entry of a peer N, contains the identity of successor

n ? 2i-1, where 1 B i B m. When a node A wants to find

the successor of a given key, it picks from its finger table

the closest node to that key and forwards the query to it.

This process is repeated until finding the responsible node.

In each step in the lookup, the remaining distance is halved.

Hence after O(log N) nodes, Chord finds the successor of

the searched key in a N-node network.

When a node A joins the network, it initializes its finger

table, its successor and predecessor. Fingers and prede-

cessors of existing nodes are also updated in order to reflect

the node joining.

Fig. 2 DHT system [10]

Fig. 3 Chord system [30]
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When a node A goes down, its successor and prede-

cessor will be aware of this departure, using their ping

function. They update their successor and predecessor

pointers and all A’s keys are assigned to A’s successor.

3.2 Pastry

Each node in Pastry [12] has a random 128-bit identifier.

This identifier can be obtained by the SHA-1 hash of the

node’s public key or its IP address. Nodes identifiers are

uniformly distributed in the 128-bit node identifier space.

All nodes are organized into a logical circle which ranges

from 0 to 2128 - 1 bit. Each Pastry node maintains three

tables:

• Routing table: has oðlog2b NÞ rows, where b is a

configuration parameter having as typical value 4. In

each row i, there is i matching prefix with the current

node.

• Neighborhood set M: contains the nodes identifiers

and IP addresses of the most proximity closest |M|

nodes to the current node. The typical value of M is

2*2b

• Leafset table: maintains information about |L|/2

numerical successors and |L|/2 numerical predecessors

of the current node. The typical value of L is 2b.

An example of Pastry tables is given in Fig. 4 [12].

When a node receives a message, it first refers to its

leafset table. If the key is covered in the leafset table, it

forwards the message to the closest node for the given key.

Otherwise, it picks from its routing table the node having

the largest common prefix with the said key. The expected

number of hops to reach the destination is log2b N.

When a node having the identifier A joins the network, it

first initializes its tables. To this aim, the new node sends a

joining message to an existing node B. This message is

routed until reaching the node C having the closest iden-

tifier to the node A. Nodes B, C as well as all the inter-

mediate nodes that forwarded this joining message, send

their state tables to the node A. In order to initialize the

node A’s neighborhood set, the node B sends its neigh-

borhood set to the node A. Similarly, the node C helps to

initialize node A’s leafset by sending to the node A its

leafset table. The joining cost in pastry is log2b N:

The node failure or departure in Pastry can be detected

when its neighboring nodes cannot communicate with it. In

the routing table, this failure can be detected when the

contacted node does not respond in a given period of time.

All state tables are updated to replace the failed node.

In order to efficiently handle churns, [31] propose an

improvement of Pastry. Bamboo has a similar design as

Pastry. The only difference is the way they update the

network. In Pastry this update is ensured when there are

some changes in the network. Whereas in Bamboo update

is ensured periodically by using proactive management

traffic. The identifier space in Bamboo is 160-bit identifi-

ers. Each node chooses randomly an identifier by hashing

the IP or MAC address.

Bamboo ensures periodic recovery in order to handle

failure. This means that Bamboo updates Leafset tables

periodically. Nodes detect failure when they do not receive

a response upon a predefined period of time.

4 Benefits and drawbacks of employing DHT

over WSN

4.1 Benefits

Applying DHTs over WSNs can bring a lot of advantages

to these networks.

In WSN, there are thousands of sensors that send a huge

amount of messages simultaneously which should be

handled and treated efficiently. When a base station wants

to get information, it should have an efficient and a real-

time response. DHT is able to perform an efficient lookup

in a scalable and reliable manner.

Most of WSN are heavily deployed in emergency cases

such as natural disasters and battlefields. In such cases,

sensors are scattered from a plane and consequently, they

have no information about their locations. This means that

the network in these situations is auto-deployed. Conse-

quently, proposed routing and data management protocols

should ensure their functionnalities without worrying

about the physical location of the participating nodes.Fig. 4 Pastry routing table [12]
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Meanwhile, DHT protocols are based on nodes identifiers,

which have no location semantic.

Furthermore, there are different types of applications

that are built successfully thanks to DHT systems (file and

resource sharing, P2P web search engine). These applica-

tions are also useful in WSN. Hence applying DHT to

ensure these applications would be beneficial to WSN.

4.2 Drawbacks

There are some negative points that make the mapping of

DHT over WSN a real challenge. Conventional DHT are

ill-suited for WSNs. DHT function at application level for

wired Internet. This means that DHT do not consider the

physical structure of the underlying network. Indeed, two

overlay neighbors are not necessarily two physical neigh-

bors. An overlay hop can hence cost a lot of unnecessary

physical hops as depicted in Fig. 5.

DHT routing tables should be always updated to avoid

message misrouting and to ensure low path stretch. Thus, a

lot of messages are sent in order to know which nodes are

still available and which ones resigned. However, a big

traffic of signaling messages degrades significantly the

energy of sensors which leads to a dramatic reduce of the

network lifetime. In addition, this maintenance traffic

causes further network instability and reduces drastically

the packet delivery ratio.

5 Taxonomy of DHT-based data management

and routing protocols

Because of the diversity of DHT based routing protocols in

WSN, the need of a general taxonomy becomes a necessity.

We present a classification of these routing protocols

according to several criteria reflecting fundamental design

and implementation choices:

• Structure: Is there any distinction between the differ-

ent nodes?

• Design options of DHT combination to WSN: How

DHT is combined to WSN? Is DHT applied on the

application layer and lying atop another routing proto-

col? Is it integrated or cross layered with the routing

protocol?

• Identifier assignment: How the node obtains its

identifier? Randomly? Depending on its physical

neighbors’ identifiers? Do hierarchical routing proto-

cols assign nodes identifiers hierarchically?

• Routing: How the message is routed? Is source route

employed in routing? Are there any constraints that

should be taken into account before forwarding a message

to a given node? At the case of hierarchical routing

protocols, what is the relationship between master nodes

and slave nodes? Is a slave node totally dependent to its

master node? Can a slave node route a message to the

destination or only master nodes have this ability?

• Auto-deployment: Can DHT-based data management

and/or routing protocols be applied in the case of

network auto-deployment? If yes how do they

bootstrap?

• Asymmetric link detection and utilization: Do rout-

ing protocols detect link asymmetry that can happen in

WSN? If so, is such asymmetry taken into account in

routing?

• Master nodes selection: In hierarchical routing proto-

cols, how master nodes are selected? Does this

selection depend on nodes’ features?

• Master nodes rotation: Do master nodes change over

the time? If yes, what is the approach used to choose

master nodes in each round?

5.1 Structure

In flat DHT-based protocols, the network is not organized

into a particular structure. All nodes are considered uni-

form in resources. Each node plays the same role as other

nodes. Flat routing is suitable in simple systems, where the

network is small. When the number of sensors increases,

flat routing does not scale. It cannot avoid nodes having

critical amount of energy. This leads quickly to several

nodes failure.

Hierarchical DHT-based protocols are required in

complex systems where the network sensors are hetero-

geneous. They are also needed to accommodate and handle

efficiently nodes failure. Hierarchical DHT-based pro-

tocols exploit nodes heterogeneity by assigning supple-

mentary roles to the most powerful nodes in the network.

Protocols belonging to this class, organize the nodes in a

hierarchical manner. This structure is useful to optimize the

energy consumption by condensing data traffic in super

nodes (cluster heads) and performing large routing hops.

Fig. 5 Overlay vs. physical routing
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5.2 Design options of DHT combination to WSN

Design options of DHT combined to WSN can be classified

into three classes: layered, cross-layered and integrated1.

The first contributions that combined DHT to WSN,

applied DHT at the top of the application layer and used a

MANET routing protocol at the network layer. This com-

bination is called layered approach.

Other protocols use a cross-layered approach. In this

mapping design, the DHT system acts also at the applica-

tion layer. However, contrarily to the layered approach,

DHT interacts with the routing protocol. This means that

there is a permanent communication between the applica-

tion and the network layers. For example, the nodes iden-

tifiers needed in DHT data management are assigned

depending on the nodes positions in order to facilitate the

routing process: two virtual neighbors are also physical

neighbors. Such combination reduces the implementation

complexity of DHT combination to WSN.

In the integrated approach, DHT is directly and fully

integrated with the routing process on the network layer or the

Medium Access Control process on the link layer. In such a

case, the nodes identifiers are assigned independently of any

information related to other layers. These identifiers can be the

hash of the nodes’ IP addresses or the nodes’ MAC addresses.

This design simplifies significantly the mapping of DHT over

WSN and gives the opportunity to have a significant cooper-

ation and optimization between DHT and the routing protocol

which improve drastically the network performance.

5.3 Identifier assignment

In DHT-based protocols, each node should have a unique

identifier. In several protocols, a node identifier can be

randomly assigned, or be the hash of the node MAC address.

In other protocols, physical neighbors are also virtual

neighbors. This virtual relative position based technique

avoids overhead resource usage caused by protocols that

rely on under layer routing techniques.

Some hierarchical protocols use hierarchical identifier

assignment so that each node has at a given level, a level-

related identifier. The advantage of this method is that the

node identifier reflects the level to which it belongs.

However, hierarchical identifiers assignment process is

more complex than that of flat identifiers.

5.4 Routing

DHT-based routing protocols can be classified according to

their routing strategy. Some routing protocols employ

source routing. Others are location-based. Some of DHT-

based routing protocols employ at each next hop, the

neighbor selection.

When greedy routing is adopted, it can be classified into

physical and virtual greedy routing. Physical greedy

routing protocols elect at each forwarding step, the locally

optimal choice. Virtual greedy routing protocols, elect at

each virtual hop, the next physical hop having a path to the

nearest virtual hop to the destination node.

At the case of hierarchical DHT-based routing protocols,

routing depends on the relationship between master and

slave nodes. When a slave node is totally dependent to its

corresponding master node, its routing role is very limited. It

only forwards the query to its corresponding master node

when it is not the final destination of this query. This method

is beneficial for slave nodes having critical amount of energy

and limited computational abilities. However, concentrating

all traffic in master nodes would quickly decrease their

amount of energy and can cause the bottlenecks.

In other hierarchical DHT based routing protocols, slave

nodes are partially dependent to master nodes. In this case,

master nodes are more solicited than slave nodes in routing.

However, this does not eliminate slave nodes routing abili-

ties. Slave nodes have routing tables that contain informa-

tion about other nodes. This information enables them to

route messages. This routing strategy saves energy in slave

nodes without causing bottlenecks in master nodes.

5.5 Auto-deployment

Some DHT-based protocols present a flexible solution that

allow them to be employed successfully in network auto-

deployment cases. Others require a so rigid structure that

disable them to be auto-deployed e.g some protocols give

constraints at node placement in order to ensure good

routing and/or data management performance.

5.6 Asymmetric link detection and utilization

Asymmetric links occur frequently in WSN due different

causes such as transmission power disparity, interference

and physical obstacles. Some DHT-based protocols detect

and take advantage of this asymmetry by using it to

enhance routing performances. Other protocols assume that

all links are symmetric.

5.7 Master nodes selection

There are different ways to select master nodes in hierar-

chical DHT-based routing and data management protocols.

Nodes features-aware selection, takes into account nodes

features when choosing master nodes e.g nodes having

important amount of energy are selected as master nodes

1 The same classification has been proposed in [32] for DHT over

MANET.
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(cluster heads). In other routing and data management

protocols, the selection does not take into account nodes

characteristics, and master nodes are chosen randomly. We

call this method Master nodes random selection.

5.8 Master nodes rotation

There are hierarchical routing and data management proto-

cols that choose master nodes only one time. This means that

once master nodes are chosen, the network backbone remains

static. This avoids the overhead that can be caused in master

nodes rotation. The main drawback of this technique is that

master nodes die quickly if they do not have access to power.

In other routing and data management protocols, master

nodes do rotations in a round-robin fashion for example.

This rotation takes place after consuming a given quantum

of energy. The immediate successor is elected to be the

new master node. Doing master nodes rotation is benefic

since it avoids the failure of master nodes. Nevertheless,

the mentioned rotation condition has some limits. In some

cases, even if the current cluster head consumed an

important amount of energy, it can be still much more

powerful than the new cluster head. Thus, a node having a

critical amount of energy can be elected to be cluster head

leading to its quick failure.

6 DHT-based data management and routing protocols

in WSN

6.1 Pastry layered to DSR

In the layered design of [33], Pastry [12] is integrated

directly atop DSR [34] routing protocol.

6.1.1 Identifier assignment

Identifier assignment is similar to Pastry [12].

6.1.2 Routing

In the layered approach, entries in routing and leafset tables

are maintained in Pastry without source routes. The former

routes are maintained by DSR [34] on the demand of Pastry

routing state. Some modifications are applied to Pastry as

well as DSR in order to ensure that the combination

between the two protocols will not be expensive. Authors

in [33] added to Pastry a hop count metric for proximity.

DSR is modified in order to export an API that allows

Pastry to have information about the proximity values for

nodes it is interested in. When Pastry pings a node, DSR

can use its cache to reply if there is a cached path to the

node being pinged. If such path does not exist a ROUTE

REQUEST is initiated by DSR. The routing cost of Pastry

combined to DSR is OðN � log2b NÞ:

6.1.3 Node joining and failure

Generally speaking, the nodes joining and departure are

similar to Pastry. However, the joining procedure of Pastry

is slightly modified in order to expand the ring search for

locating a bootstrap node to join the network.

6.2 Chord layered to MANET routing protocols

The use of Chord [11] as an overlay network over MANET

routing protocols such as OLSR [35], DSR [34] and AODV

[36] is discussed in [37]. Node identifier assignment, node

joining, departure as well as routing are done similarly to

Chord. From a Chord peer to another the MANET routing

protocol is employed. The routing cost is O(N*logN).

6.3 Bamboo layered to AODV-UU

The approach in [38] applies Bamboo [31] on top of

AODV-UU [39] routing protocol.

The DHT overlay presents the virtual structure of the

network.

6.3.1 Identifier assignment

Identifier assignment is done similarly to Bamboo [31].

6.3.2 Routing

Routing is ensured by Bamboo. To forward the Bamboo

message from a peer to another, AODV-UU is employed.

The routing algorithm complexity is O(N*logN).

6.3.3 Node joining and failure

Nodes joining and failure are handled by Bamboo. From a

peer to another, AODV-UU is employed. The joining cost

is O(N*logN).

6.4 Topology-based distributed Hash tables (T-DHT)

T-DHT [26] extends the functionalities of Content

Addressable Network (CAN) [13] in order to be applied in

WSN. It offers data centric storage as well as routing.

6.4.1 Identifier assignment

At the network startup three or more reference nodes are

chosen randomly. These reference nodes flood the network

with the distance between each others. The other nodes

Wireless Netw (2013) 19:219–236 225
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triangulate their virtual position depending on the hop

distance from each node to these reference nodes.

6.4.2 Routing

Each T-DHT node maintains in its routing table, paths to its

neighbors in the coordinate system, the area each neighbor

maintains and routes to some non neighbors nodes (used as

‘‘short-cuts’’). The average size of this routing table is 4. The

average path length is Oð0:5 �
ffiffiffiffi

N
p
Þ: T-DHT nodes forward

messages to destinations by greedy forwarding.

6.4.3 Node joining

If a node wants to join the network, it only needs to find an

existing node in the network. By routing a message con-

taining its identifier, the joining node finds the zone that is

responsible of its position. Whenever this zone is reached,

it is split equally between the two nodes. After that, the

joining node, notifies its neighboring nodes of its presence.

The average cost of the joining procedure is 4.

6.5 Virtual cord protocol (VCP)

Virtual cord protocol [27, 40] is a virtual location based

and DHT-like protocol. In VCP, each node has the same

physical and virtual neighbors.

6.5.1 Identifier assignment

Each VCP node at its joining phase exchanges HELLO

messages in order to know its physical neighbors. It computes

its virtual identifier depending on the identifiers of its physical

neighbors so that it becomes also a virtual neighbor to them.

6.5.2 Routing

In VCP, a node’s routing table maintains only information

about its physical neighbors; hence its size is m, where m is

the number of physical neighbors. Each entry in the routing

table only needs HELLO messages to be updated. The

communication overhead to realize this update is m.

When a node receives a data packet, it employs a greedy

routing and forwards the packet to the physical neighbor

having the closest identifier to the destination. The path

length in VCP is
ffiffiffiffi

N
p
� 1 where N is the total number of

nodes in the network.

6.5.3 Node joining and failure

When a node joins the network, it discovers its physical

neighbors by broadcasting periodically HELLO messages.

This enables the joining node to compute its identifier and

to position itself in the cord.

The failure of a node is detected when its physical

neighbors do not receive from it HELLO messages along a

given period. The identifiers of the other nodes on the

vicinity of the failed node should be updated. In order to

avoid data loss in the case of node failure, data replication

in the successors and predecessors are recommended.

The overhead cost of network stabilization after node

joining or failure is m.

6.6 ScatterPastry

ScatterPastry [28] employs Pastry [12] in the ScatterWeb

[41] platform. ScatterWeb is a research project for WSN. It

is made of sensor nodes and e-Gates.

6.6.1 Identifier assignment

Every ScatterPastry node generates a unique 16 bit overlay

identifier. Having such limited number of bits, increases

the probability of having nodes’ identifiers collisions

especially when the number of nodes exceeds 200 nodes.

To solve this problem, authors in [28] suggested the use of

a name server in order to assign a unique identifier to each

node.

6.6.2 Routing

ScatterPastry nodes use two tables for routing. The Leafset

table maintains four successors and four predecessors. The

routing table contains in each row i, i matching prefix with

the current node. The leafset table size in ScatterPastry is

2b, where b is a configuration parameter having as typical

value 4. The average routing table size is oðlog2b NÞ:
Routing in ScatterPastry is similar to Pastry. Authors in

[28] state that ScatterPastry can be integrated to the Des-

tination-Sequenced Distance Vector (DSDV) [42] or

implemented over this latter. The average lookup cost is

oðlog2b NÞ:

6.6.3 Node joining and failure

Nodes joining and failure are handled similarly to Pastry.

6.7 ScatterDHT

6.7.1 Identifier assignment

Each ScatterDHT [29] node has a unique identifier that

should be in the range (0, 216 - 1). This identifier is

obtained by a specific function of ScatterDHT protocol.
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6.7.2 Routing

ScatterDHT [29] associates at each node a routing table

used to forward messages to the adequate physical neigh-

bor. To route a message, each intermediate node forwards

the message to the node having the numerically closest

identifier to the given key. When the node notices that it is

the closest one to this key, it realizes that it is the desti-

nation and receives the packet. Otherwise, if the node that

receives the packet has an empty routing table, it

rebroadcasts the packet to its physical neighbors. Authors

in [29] argue that the estimated query path length in

ScatterDHT is O(log N). The ScatterDHT routing table size

is oðlog2b NÞ.

6.7.3 Node joining and failure

After obtaining its identifier, the joining node builds its

routing table that has as maximum number of columns, the

number of bits of its identifier and as maximum number of

rows, the number of hex digits of every node identifier. To

find the node having the closest identifier to the joining

node, the former sends a JOIN message. This message is

forwarded from a node to another with verifying at each

step, that the next hop’s identifier has the largest common

prefix with the joining node. This procedure is repeated

until reaching the requested node. The number of control

messages needed to realize the join phase is Oðlog2b NÞ
where N is the number of nodes in the network, b is a

constant equal to 4.

Physical neighbors realize the failure of a node when

they do not receive from it HELLO messages during a

prefixed period. Farther nodes become aware of this fail-

ure, when they try to use it in order to route a message and

they do not get a response during a given time. These nodes

remove the failed node from their routing tables.

6.8 Virtual ring routing (VRR)

Virtual ring routing [43] is a scalable identity-based routing

protocol. Each node in VRR has a location-independent

identifier.

6.8.1 Identifier assignment

Virtual ring routing does not impose a generic way to

generate nodes identifiers so that they can suite the con-

ceived application. [43] states that this identifier can be the

hash of the node’s public key (160-bit SHA-1) in order to

ensure security or a random 32-bit integer in order to

provide backwards compatibility with IPv4 addresses.

Nodes have location-independent identifiers and are orga-

nized into a virtual ring ordered by their identifiers.

6.8.2 Routing

Each node in VRR [43] maintains in its routing table, a

virtual neighbor set containing generally the node identi-

fiers of two successors and two predecessors and a physical

neighbor set containing the identifiers of the physical

neighbors towards virtual neighbors. The average size of

VRR routing table is rp ? k where r is the number of

virtual neighbors, p is the average path length and k is the

number of physical neighbors.

To route messages, VRR [43] chooses at each step, the

node having the closest identifier to the destination, and

forwards the message to its corresponding next physical

hop. In [43], authors argue that a packet is expected to

reach the destination after forwarding the message to O(rp)

intermediate nodes. The expected path length in VRR is

estimated to be at most O(Diam.log N) [44] where N is the

total number of nodes and Diam is the network diameter.

6.8.3 Node joining and failure

When a new node A joins the network, it finds its physical

neighbors by exchanging HELLO messages. It sends

through one of its physical neighbors (chosen as proxy) a

setup request message with the identifier A. This message

is forwarded until reaching the closest node to the node A

(e.g the node B). This node responds the joining node by a

setup message that contains its identifier as well as its

virtual neighbors set.

The physical neighbors of the leaving node X will be

aware of its absence when they do not receive from it

HELLO message during a given period. They remove from

their routing tables all virtual paths that have the node X as

next physical hop and send teardown message in order to

remove the complete virtual path from all the intermediate

nodes.

Local virtual paths repair are also possible at the case of

nodes’ failure and movements. This can be accomplished

by replacing only the failed link by another alternative

route. The joining/departure cost in VRR is O(Diam.log N).

6.9 Scalable source routing (SSR)

Scalable source routing [45, 46] ensures indirect routing

which means that the destination of a packet is abstract and

the routing protocol maps it to a concrete node.

6.9.1 Identifier assignment

Nodes identifiers in SSR can be obtained by hashing their

MAC addresses into the SSR address space. The elected

hash function should map all the objects identifiers to

nodes addresses.
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6.9.2 Routing

Scalable source routing [45] packets contain source address,

destination address and source route. The former is not

essentially the total route from the source to the destination.

It can only be a sub route that ends at an intermediate node.

This intermediate node checks its local cache in order to

search an appending route to the destination. If this search

fails, it appends the source route to the closest node to the

destination. To ensure network consistency, each node

should have a source route to its virtual neighbors. SSR is

performing its routing process in a logarithmically path

length. The average size of the SSR source route is O(log N)

[47] where N is the total nodes number in the network.

6.9.3 Node joining and failure

In the bootstrapping phase, when a new node N wants to

join the network, it searches its physical neighbors. If its

physical neighbor set is not empty, it chooses from this set

the closest predecessor or the closest successor (e.g node

Pi) and sends to it a message that indicates that the new

node is considering it as the closest predecessor or suc-

cessor. At the reception of this message, the node Pi checks

if its routing table has a source route to a node N0 having a

closer identifier to it. If such route exists, the node Pi sends

to the joining node N, a message having the source route to

the node N0. This procedure is continued until reaching the

closest successor or predecessor to the joining node. This

joining procedure converges in O(log N), where N is the

total number of nodes in the network.

When an intermediate node notifies that the next hop is no

more available, it informs the node that recently appended

the failed node into the source route by sending SSR-

ROUTE-UPDATE message containing the broken link.

6.10 Geographic Hash table (GHT)

In GHT [48], keys are hashed into a geographic coordi-

nates. Each key-value is mapped to the node having the

geographically closest location to the hash of its corre-

sponding key.

6.10.1 Routing

GHT does not use nodes identifiers in routing, but instead,

it uses a geographic routing based on nodes locations. GHT

is built atop Greedy Perimeter Stateless Routing for

Wireless Networks (GPSR) [49]. It uses the former to

select the closest node to the destination. This node is

called home node. Data are first stored in this node and

other copies are stored in the perimeter nodes in order to

recuperate the stored data at the case of nodes failure.

The routing cost in GHT is Oð
ffiffiffiffi

N
p
Þ: Each node stores in its

routing table information about all its physical neighbors.

The average size of this routing table is m, where m is the

number of physical neighbors.

6.10.2 Node joining and failure

When a node A notices the presence of a new neighbor B, it

sends to it all the events entries stored in its local database,

which are closer to the neighbor B. The joining cost is then m.

When a node C realizes that the home node left the

network, it starts a refresh procedure in order to choose a

new home node. At the end of this procedure, one of the

perimeter nodes becomes the new home node and this latter

recruits replicas.

6.11 Tiered Chord (TChord)

Tiered Chord [50] is a simplified mapping of Chord [11] on

WSN.

6.11.1 Identifier assignment

Nodes identifiers are obtained by hashing the unique

address of each sensor (for example the MAC address)

using SHA-1. Each ring should contain at least one high-

powered master node.

6.11.2 Routing

Tiered Chord [50] architecture is inspired by Tenet

Architecture [51] for Tiered Sensor Networks. Master

nodes are organized into a virtual ring and all messages are

routed clockwise.

Each master node stores information about all its slave

nodes in addition to O(log N) other master nodes in its local

finger table. Hence the average size of the TChord master

node finger table is O(log N). Slave nodes have no infor-

mation about their neighbors. And if one of the slave nodes

receives a query, it first checks its own table, if it does not

find the searched data; it simply forwards the query to its

corresponding master node. At the reception of a query, the

master node checks if this query belongs to one of its slave

nodes. If so, it sends the query to it. Otherwise, it picks

from its finger table, the closest master node and forwards

the query to it. [50] affirms that this procedure ensures that

queries are all solved in O(log N) messages.

6.11.3 Cluster heads rotation

There is no master nodes rotation in TChord. Nodes with

better hardware (Masters) will be placed close to normal
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nodes. These master nodes can even have access to power

e.g. in buildings. Because of the physical location con-

straint, it does not make much sense to rotate masters.

6.11.4 Node joining and failure

When a master node wants to join the network, the suc-

cessor pointer should be updated. Similarly, after a master

node leaving, these successor pointers are updated. Data

in each master node are replicated in the neighboring

master nodes in order to avoid data loss at the case of

node failure. Like Chord, the number of messages needed

to stabilize a N-node network after node joining or

departure is O(log N).

6.12 SNBDT protocol

SNBDT [52] is the application of NBDT [53] onto WSN.

In SNBDT, nodes are organized into a hierarchical tree

according to their amount of energy. Energy powerful

nodes are considered as master nodes. Each master node in

level i maintains information about its slave nodes in

addition to 22i�1

other master nodes.

6.12.1 Identifier assignment

In SNBDT [52], each node obtains its identifier by hashing

its unique address.

6.12.2 Routing

Each master node maintains in its routing table information

about all its slave nodes in addition to 22i�1

other master

nodes. Hence, the size of the SNBDT routing table is

Oð22i�1Þ: Queries are treated essentially by master nodes.

At the reception of a query, the master node checks its own

keys, if the search is not successful, then the master node

picks the closest master node from its finger table and

forwards the query to it.

When a slave node receives a query, it only checks its

own key and if the search is not successful, it sends the

query to its corresponding master node. All queries are

resolved in O(log log N) messages, where N is the total

number of nodes in the network.

6.12.3 Cluster heads rotation

Peers do not apply any rotation methods. Only associ-

ated sensors to these peers should re-associate them-

selves to the adequate peers when their amount of

energy changes.

6.12.4 Node joining and failure

Nodes joins and failures are treated in a similar way as in

[53]. At the joining phase, the new node sends a JOIN

request message. This message is forwarded until reaching

the last node. The SNBDT [52] joining cost is O(1).

When a node fails, it is deleted from the tree. If the tree

becomes unorganized after this node failure, it should be

rebuilt.

6.13 Coral-based VRR

Coral-based VRR [54] is an energy-aware routing protocol

based on location independent identifiers. It takes into

account nodes heterogeneity and adopts a hierarchical

DHT in the VRR [43] routing. Sensor nodes are classified

according to their available energy.

6.13.1 Identifier assignment

In Coral-based VRR [54], the node identifier can be the

hash of the node’s public key or a random 32-bit integer.

6.13.2 Routing

When a packet is received by a regular peer, the packet is

forwarded using the VRR [43] forwarding algorithm, until

finding the destination identifier or finding a superpeer. In

the second case, the packet is routed in the superpeers ring

using the VRR forwarding algorithm, until to find the des-

tination identifier, or to reach the closest superpeer in the

superpeers ring. In the second case, the packet descends to

the regular peers level, and is routed until reaching the

destination identifier. The average path length is

O (Diam.log M) where M is the total number of superpeers in

the network and Diam is the network diameter. The average

size of the routing table is O((r1 ? r2) p ? k) where r1 and

r2 are respectively the number of virtual neighbors peers and

the number of virtual neighbors superpeers, p is the average

path length and k is the number of physical neighbors.

6.13.3 Superpeers dynamic state

Since superpeers are more solicited than other nodes in

Coral-based VRR, their amounts of energy will be degra-

ded rapidly and reach the peer threshold. In this case, a

superpeer leaves the superpeers ring and will belong only

to the regular peers ring. Hence, after a while, all superp-

eers will disappear and all nodes become regular peers. The

advantage here is that the energies of the most powerful

nodes have been exploited before their leaving.
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6.13.4 Node joining and failure

When a node joins the network, it sets its type (a peer, a

superpeer) according to a superpeer-specific threshold. If

the joining node is a regular peer, it should be positioned

only in the first ring (peers ring). But if the node is a

superpeer, it should be positioned in the peers ring and the

superpeers ring.

In Coral-based VRR [54], the failure detection and

repair can be performed in a similar way as in VRR. The

routing of the VRR signaling messages is performed by the

proposed Coral-based VRR routing process.

6.14 Chord based network protocol for serving

efficient queries in WSN (C2WSN)

In C2WSN [55], nodes are organized into two rings depending

on their amount of energy. The two rings apply Chord based

DHT protocol. The inner ring contains cluster heads. The outer

ring includes all nodes. These nodes are split into arcs. Each

cluster is responsible of an arc of this outer ring.

6.14.1 Identifier assignment

In C2WSN [55], nodes identifiers are assigned randomly.

6.14.2 Routing

When a node receives a request, it sends it to the closest

cluster head. This cluster head checks its outer finger table in

order to know if the requested key belongs to its cluster or

not. If so, the cluster head returns the result to the requesting

node. Otherwise, it picks from its inner layer cluster head

finger table, the closest cluster head and forwards the mes-

sage to it. The C2WSN path length is O(log M ? log ki)

where M is the number of clusters and ki is the maximal

number of sensor nodes within a cluster i. The size of cluster

head routing table is O(log M ? log ki), while the size of

common sensor node routing table is O(log ki).

6.14.3 Cluster head rotation

In order to avoid the energy depletion of cluster heads, each

cluster head applies a rotation mechanism if it has consumed

the given quantity of energy Eq = Em/l*r, where Em is the

maximum energy of the sensor, l a constant and r is the

number of rounds of rotations. The clockwise successor in

the outer ring becomes the new cluster head.

6.14.4 Node joining and failure

When a node A joins the network, it is assumed that it

learns the identity of an existing node B. The joining node

A sends a message to B requesting it to find A’s successor

in the ring so that it can help it to build its finger table.

When the node leaves the network, the nodes that have

A in their finger table, search A’s successor. This is done

by periodical check of successors and predecessors.

6.15 Chord for sensor networks (CSN)

Chord for sensor networks [56] has the same design as

Chord. CSN network is made up of different layers. Each

layer consists of multiple clusters. All cluster heads in the

lower layer are considered as super sensors in the higher

layer. In each cluster, nodes are classified into a logical ring

and communicate with their geographically closest nodes

to save energy.

6.15.1 Identifier assignment

Nodes in CSN [56] can be named in an incremental way

during the cluster setup phase, in a bottom up manner. This

naming can be also done in a parallel fashion, after the

cluster formation. In this case, the naming starts at the

highest layer and after that the naming process is triggered

in all low-layer clusters. After the naming phase, sensor

names are hashed using SHA-1 hash function in order to

obtain nodes identifiers.

6.15.2 Routing

Chord for sensor networks [56] protocol has the ability to

work on two modes based on the feature of the required

application. In the energy efficient mode (EEmode), each

node communicates with its closest physical neighbor

node. The cost of lookup operation in EEmode is O

(M*logN), where M is the maximum path length of EE-

mode ? 1. In the Robust mode (Rmode), CSN behaves

exactly like Chord. A CSN node can send a message to

farther nodes so that it can realize an efficient data lookup

O(log N) but with much more energy consumption. The

CSN routing table size is O(log N).

6.15.3 Cluster heads rotation

To ensure network balancing, each cluster head that con-

sumes an energy quantum Eq = Em/l (where Em: maxi-

mum energy of a sensor, l: a constant) chooses its

clockwise successor in the ring as next cluster head.

6.15.4 Node joining and failure

In CSN [56], node joining can take place only if there is a

backup node that is ready to join the network at the place of

a node that fails voluntarily. In this case, the leaving node
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sends all its information to the joining node. CSN does not

address the case where a node fails suddenly. The CSN

stabilization cost is O(log N).

7 Discussion

Table 1 illustrates a survey of current DHT-based routing

and data management protocols in WSN based on their

classifications. Table 2 gives an overview of the perfor-

mance of each cited DHT-based protocol.

7.1 Path length

The integration of DHT to WSN is a challenging issue. One

of the most important challenge is the unnecessary hops

caused by the mapping of DHT to WSN. VCP [40], T-DHT

[26] and CSN [56] solve this problem by assigning iden-

tifiers in such a way that two physical neighbors are also

virtual neighbors. Both VRR [43] and Coral-based VRR

[54] reduce the gap between physical and virtual routing by

employing greedy hops.

However, T-DHT consumes a lot of energy in the

identifier assignment phase since it uses message flooding.

VCP [40] overcomes the T-DHT problem by the use of a

novel identifier assignment strategy that avoids flooding. In

addition to the naming strategy that ensures virtual and

physical neighbors merging, CSN [56] offers the possibil-

ity to shorten the path at most by increasing the transmis-

sion power in such a way that lets two nodes placed so far

away from each others communicate directly without any

intermediate nodes. This option offers very low path stretch

but consumes an important amount of energy.

Mediator nodes in SSR [45] can apply shortcuts that

reduce the number of unnecessary hops. SSR is well suited

to object tracking applications [57]. In [58], SSR has been

further improved by choosing the most appropriate next

physical hop from the list of physical neighbors. In order to

accommodate SSR to link asymmetry, [59] propose to take

advantage of this characteristic in the message routing.

This improves routing efficiency and network connectivity.

Location information helps GHT [48] to reduce the

problem of unnecessary hops, since at each step, it

becomes physically closer to the destination. However,

GHT does not route messages in an efficient way because it

uses GPSR [49] routing protocol which does not use

shortcuts. Besides, GHT uses a uniform hashing function

that does not take into account neither sensor amounts of

energy, nor real sensors distribution.

The hierarchical structure of Coral-based VRR [54]

allows to perform big logical hops towards the destination.

These large hops minimize significantly the average path

length.

7.2 Data management

GHT [48] is the first DHT-based protocol that has focused

on the data storage. In GHT, data are stored equitably in the

same surfaces. These surfaces do not have the same num-

ber of sensors which leads to unbalanced networks. In

order to enhance GHT storage performances, QNIGHT is

proposed in [60]. This routing protocol uses non-uniform

hashing functions. These functions scatter data approxi-

mately with the same distribution as sensors by using a

similar strategy to the rejection method [61]. Generated

data in [60] are considered different in their importance

level. In fact, there are some data that are generated by

multiple sensors (popular data) and other scarce data.

Q-NIGHT differentiates between these types of data by the

introduction of a new metric Q that expresses the desired

quality of service.

Data management in VCP [27, 62] is combined to the

routing concept. It is dependent to the node position. This

ensures data storage and retrieval efficiency in the case of

static networks. In the case of nodes mobility or failure,

VCP [40] integrates data replication techniques in order to

increase its reliability.

All the mentioned layered approaches ensure data

management using existant DHT systems like Chord

[11], Pastry [12] and Bamboo [31]. Since the range of

sensors is very limited, data storage and retreival need

the use of multiple intermediate nodes. The choice of

these intermediate nodes is ensured by a MANET rout-

ing protocol.

7.3 Mobility support

Another challenging issue is the mobility support. It

depends mainly on the node’s identifier assignment

strategy. In virtual relative position based protocols such

as VCP, each node which moves from its position should

change its identifier so that it becomes also a virtual

neighbor for its new physical neighbors. In highly mobile

domains, VCP [27, 63] uses a novel inter domain

routing technique that uses Ant Colony Optimization

(ACO) [64].

Location-based protocols such as GHT [48] can support

low mobility degree. When a home node moves, its iden-

tifier changes and the perimeter nodes change their mem-

bership to the new home node using a refresh procedure.

Assigning position-independent nodes identifiers, enables

the DHT-based protocols to handle efficiently the nodes

mobility. For example in VRR [43], when a node moves,

its virtual neighbors remain the same, but physical paths

to these neighbors change. VRR aborts these paths and

reconstruct new ones.
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7.4 Energy awareness

Energy optimization is also treated by some DHT-based

routing protocols. The hierarchical topology of CSN [56],

TChord [50], SNBDT [52] and Coral-based VRR [54]

optimizes energy since they condensate data traffic in some

nodes while avoiding weak nodes and they offer also

efficient routing. Howerver, in TChord [50] and SNBDT

[52] slave nodes should be placed near to master nodes.

Due to these constraints, these routing protocols can not be

applied in auto deployment cases. Also, the cluster head

rotation method in C2WSN [55] and CSN [56] does not

matter of the remaining energy of the new cluster head

which can cause its quick failure.

7.5 Bootstrapping

Bootstrapping is rarely considered in DHT- based proto-

cols. T-DHT [26] proposes a recursive procedure. The first

reference node maintains all the DHT network, than it

announces its membership to its neighbors. Recursively, all

nodes join the network. Such technique does not suite the

case of network auto-deployment where there is a need to

deal with concurrent node joining.

Iterative Successor Pointer Rewiring Protocol (ISPR)

[65] is a simple bootstrap protocol for SSR [45] or VRR

[43]. The main principal of ISPR is that each node main-

tains exactly one and only one successor and predecessor

by exchanging Successor Solicitation messages. This leads

to multiple consistent local rings. To ensure global con-

sistency, a specified node in each ring floods the network.

VRR uses also a similar procedure to ISPR.

The linear method [66] shares with ISPR the same steps

to reach local ring consistency. However, it avoids its

flooding step. In order to ensure global consistency, the

linear method assumes that the address space is linear and

not a ring. The edges in the virtual graph are undirected.

Total ordering of nodes addresses is used in order to dis-

tinguish right and left neighbors.To form a global ring, the

leftmost node establishes an edge to the rightmost node.

Beside VRR and SSR, this bootstrap procedure is also

suitable to protocols having the structure of a virtual ring

such as ScatterPastry [28], ScatterDHT [29] and Coral-

based VRR [54]. Since the structure of VCP [40] is a cord

and not a ring, it can apply the linear method but without

applying the last step in the linear method that consists to

link the leftmost and rightmost neighbors to form a ring.

7.6 Design options effects on network performance

The way DHT is applied over WSN affects deeply the

network performance. As seen from table 1 and table 2,

layered approaches have longer path length because they

separate the use of DHT and routing protocols. Integrated

approaches offer generally best performance in point of

vue path length. Cross layered approaches have minimized

routing table, since they only need information about

neighbors to route messages. However their average path

Table 2 DHT-based routing and data management protocols performance

DHT-based protocols Path length Routing table size Joining and departure

cost

Pastry layered to DSR [33] OðN � ðlog2b NÞÞ log2b N? DSR routing table size OðN � log2b NÞ
Chord layered to MANET routing

protocols [37]

O(N*log N) log (N) ? MANET protocol routing

table size

O(N*logN)

Bamboo layered to AODV-UU [38] O(N*log N) log2b N ? AODV-UU routing table

size

O(N*logN)

T-DHT [26] O(0.5*
ffiffiffiffi

N
p

) 4 4

VCP [40]
ffiffi

ð
p

NÞ � 1 m m

ScatterPastry [28] oðlog2b NÞ oðlog2b NÞ oðlog2b NÞ
ScatterDHT [29] O(log N) oðlog2b NÞ oðlog2b NÞ
VRR [43] O (Diam.log N) O (rp ? k) O (Diam.log N)

SSR [45] O(log N) O(log N) O(log N)

GHT [48] Oð
ffiffiffiffi

N
p
Þ m m

TChord [50] O(log N) O(log N) O(log N)

SNBDT [52] O(log log N) O (22i�1

) O (1)

Coral-based VRR [54] O(Diam.log M) O ((r1 ? r2)p ? k) O (Diam.log N/log

M)

C2WSN [55] O(log M ? log ki) O(log M ? log ki) O(log2 ki)

CSN [56] Robust mode O(log N) EE mode

O(M*log N)

O(log N) O(log N)
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length are in general higher than those of integrated

approaches. This can be explained by the fact that most of

cross layered approaches use greedy routing to route

messages, whereas integrated approaches try to minimize

the hops number by using shortcuts and/or greedy hops.

8 Conclusion

In this paper, we have investigated the opportunities as well

as challenges of the DHT applicability in WSN. A classifi-

cation and a comparison of the existing DHT-based routing

and data management protocols have been reported.

There is no consensus on the best protocol since each

protocol has its advantages and its limits. Each category of

protocols is suitable for a specific applicability domain.

Flat DHT-based protocols are mainly used in simple sys-

tems made of homogeneous sensors. These protocols can

be applied in indoor surveillance for domotic applications.

Hierarchical DHT-based protocols are more accommo-

dated to complex systems composed of a great number of

heterogeneous sensors. The applicability domains of these

protocols are dependent to the relationship between master

and slave nodes.

If slaves are totally dependent to master nodes, the WSN

should be deployed manually. These protocols can be suit-

able to intelligent agriculture applications, by helping

growers to monitor and control watering and growing plants.

The applicability domain of the DHT-based protocols in

which slave nodes are partially dependent to masters is

larger since these protocols support WSN auto-deploy-

ment. They can be a suitable solution to disaster monitor-

ing applications.

Existing DHT-based routing and data management

protocols present good performance in terms of data

lookup and storage in WSN. However, sensors dynamism

as well as asymmetric link detection and bootstrapping are

rarely considered. Further researches are needed to address

these issues.
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